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ABSTRACT
The physical properties of brown dwarf discs, in terms of their shapes and sizes, are still largely unexplored by observations. ALMA
has by far the best capabilities to observe these discs in sub-mm CO lines and dust continuum, while also spatially resolving some
discs. To what extent brown dwarf discs are similar to scaled-down T Tauri discs is currently unknown, and this work is a step towards
establishing a relationship through the eventual modelling of future observations.
We use observations of the brown dwarf disc ρ Oph 102 to infer a fiducial model around which we build a small grid of brown dwarf
disc models, in order to model the CO, HCN, and HCO+ line fluxes and the chemistry which drives their abundances. These are the
first brown dwarf models to be published which relate detailed, 2D radiation thermochemical disc models to observational data.
We predict that moderately extended ALMA antenna configurations will spatially resolve CO line emission around brown dwarf
discs, and that HCN and HCO+ will be detectable in integrated flux, following our conclusion that the flux ratios of these molecules to
CO emission are comparable to that of T Tauri discs. These molecules have not yet been observed in sub-mm wavelengths in a brown
dwarf disc, yet they are crucial tracers of the warm surface-layer gas and of ionization in the outer parts of the disc.
We present the prediction that if the physical and chemical processes in brown dwarf discs are similar to those that occur in T Tauri
discs – as our models suggest – then the same diagnostics that are used for T Tauri discs can be used for brown dwarf discs (such as
HCN and HCO+ lines that have not yet been observed in the sub-mm), and that these lines should be observable with ALMA. Through
future observations, either confirmation (or refutation) of these ideas about brown dwarf disc chemistry will have strong implications
for our understanding of disc chemistry, structure, and subsequent planet formation in brown dwarf discs.
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1. Introduction
Brown dwarfs are very common objects in our Universe, yet they
remain poorly understood because they are difficult to observe,
classify, and model. Understanding brown dwarf protoplanetary
discs is a crucial part of the overall picture of the formation of
these objects, their later evolution, and the possibilities for planet
formation. This paper focuses on the thermochemical modelling
of brown dwarf protoplanetary discs.
Brown dwarfs are difficult to observe because of their very
low luminosities. On the mass scale they straddle the bound-
ary between massive planets and very low-mass stars. A brown
dwarf is an object which is below the hydrogen-burning mass
limit (about 0.08 M) and thus cannot fuse hydrogen into helium
(Oppenheimer et al. 2000). It has been suggested that a lower
mass limit for brown dwarfs should be defined as the threshold
of deuterium fusion, at 0.013 M. A less massive object where
no nuclear fusion takes place, in the entire history of the object,
is thus a planet (Burrows et al. 1995, 1997; Oppenheimer et al.
2000). The “lithium test” is a useful method to determine if a star
is substellar: a main-sequence star will burn its lithium within
100 Myr, while a brown dwarf may never reach the required
temperature, leading to lithium enhancements in brown dwarfs
(Basri 1998). Unfortunately, this discriminant is unreliable for
objects that are much younger than the ∼100 Myr lifetime of
lithium in a stellar atmosphere. Distinguishing and classifying
brown dwarfs in young star-forming regions remains difficult,
and often reliant on spectral type classification.
Survey data on brown dwarf discs are beginning to emerge
which strongly suggest that the brown dwarfs in the nearby
ρ Ophiuchus star-forming region share a similar basic disc ge-
ometry with T Tauris – that is, they are scaled-down T Tauri discs
with radii of the order of 20–150 AU (Testi et al. 2016). How-
ever, because no unbiased sub-mm surveys of brown dwarf discs
exist, the lower radius limit is unclear and there may also be
larger brown dwarf discs that have yet to be resolved. Brown
dwarf and T Tauri discs also appear to have similar scale heights
and degrees of flaring (Guieu et al. 2007; Alves de Oliveira et al.
2013; Mohanty et al. 2004). Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013) and
Mohanty et al. (2013) suggest that brown dwarfs have disc
masses of about 1% of the brown dwarf mass – a ratio that
is similar to that of T Tauris. However, a Herschel survey by
Harvey et al. (2012) shows that brown dwarf discs have a wide
variety of disc masses, and that the ratio between disc mass
and central object mass may instead be systematically lower in
brown dwarf discs than for T Tauri discs.
On the contrary, from infrared (Pascucci et al. 2013) and
sub-mm (Ricci et al. 2014, 2012; Testi et al. 2016) observational
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data, we expect that the discs may have up to several Earth
masses of dust, which – assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 –
leads to total disc masses of a few Jupiter masses. Although the
observed frequency of relatively massive brown dwarf discs is
likely an observational bias, the presence of even a few fairly
massive brown dwarf discs suggests that gas planets might form
in some discs. It remains to be seen whether or not the planet for-
mation process is efficient enough for this to happen. The combi-
nation of low disc masses and a scarcity of giant planets around
M dwarfs suggests that most brown dwarf planets will be small
and rocky (Johnson et al. 2010).
Despite these uncertainties about disc masses and planet for-
mation, the fact that brown dwarf discs appear broadly similar to
a scaled-down T Tauri disc suggests that they may follow similar
paths of evolution, and perhaps share similar formation scenar-
ios. With further observational data in the mm wavelengths, there
is a need for a contiguous set of disc models which describe the
statistical distribution of brown dwarf discs.
Although ALMA survey efforts are underway to analyse
and resolve brown dwarf discs in both dust continuum and
12CO J = 3−2 emission, there is likely a large population of
brown dwarf discs that cannot be spatially resolved, even with
ALMA. Brown dwarf discs are thought to be much smaller
than T Tauri discs, where numerical simulations have shown
that a majority of brown dwarf discs have a radius of ≈10 AU
(Bate et al. 2003; Bate 2009, 2012). The likelihood that many
brown dwarf discs are small is beginning to be backed up with
observational data: in the ALMA survey of Testi et al. (2016),
eight out of the eleven detected sources in Ophiuchus have un-
resolved radii Rout . 24 AU. Similar work by van der Plas et al.
(2016) surveys seven Upper Scorpius OB1 brown dwarfs and
one Ophiuchus brown dwarf using ALMA, where all sources
remain unresolved (suggesting discs of Rout . 40 AU). A few
brown dwarf discs are known to be very large: Ricci et al. (2014)
find three discs that have large outer radii of about 70 AU,
140 AU, and >80 AU, detected with ALMA in the 0.89 mm and
3.2 mm dust continua. However, these are likely to be outliers
and not representative of the general population. Thus even if
they are difficult to observe, the more compact (but much more
populous) regime of brown dwarf discs should not be forgotten.
Currently there are no known planets orbiting a solitary
brown dwarf, barring systems that have doubtful formation sce-
narios or whose host is likely not to be substellar. For exam-
ple, Han et al. (2013) find through microlensing observations a
1.9 ± 0.2 MJ planet orbiting a 0.022 M host, at a separation
of 0.87 AU. The mass ratio of 0.08 is very high, and there is no
clear explanation for how this system formed. Perhaps the clos-
est system yet to satisfying this ongoing search is TRAPPIST-1
(Gillon et al. 2016), where a few planets of a few Earth masses
are found transiting a very cool dwarf star. Although they con-
clude that the star most likely exists on the main sequence, it
has not been ruled out that the star is a brown dwarf. This sys-
tem presents very strong evidence that planets may form in discs
around stars that sit on the substellar boundary. Through both
thermochemical modelling and observations, we can gain a bet-
ter understanding of the structure and evolution of brown dwarf
discs – leading also towards understanding the formation and
distribution of planets around brown dwarfs.
In this paper, we use the thermochemical disc mod-
elling code ProDiMo (Woitke et al. 2009; Kamp et al. 2010;
Aresu et al. 2011) to produce a small grid of disc models in or-
der to illustrate the effects of disc radius on the line fluxes of
key molecules in the sub-mm regime, the distribution of these
molecules in the disc, to check which reactions dominate their
formation and destruction, and to compare these properties to
T Tauri models. We also use the grid to predict line fluxes,
in preparation for ALMA observations of brown dwarf discs.
ProDiMo is a well-established code which has been calibrated
against observations – for example, Woitke et al. (2016) is the
first in a series of papers which will describe the standardization
of these models1.
The premise of this paper is to bring together both obser-
vations and advanced thermochemical models of brown dwarf
discs for the first time. We produce a small grid of disc mod-
els, based around a fiducial model which fits the sub-mm con-
tinuum and (within the errors) the CO line observations of the
ρOph 102 disc. The models serve to show that HCN, HCO+, and
some CO isotopologues may be detectable in brown dwarf discs
using ALMA, paving the way for future observational surveys
that probe the composition of these discs.
2. Models
The ProDiMo code uses a fixed set of disc structure and stellar
parameters. Using a 1+1D fixed disc structure, the 2D dust con-
tinuum radiative transfer solution is computed for the entire disc
using a ray-based method (Woitke et al. 2009). The chemistry
and gas heating/cooling balance routines solve for chemical and
thermal equilibrium, based on the local 2D continuum radiation
field. The last computation stage is the gas line radiative trans-
fer, which produces data cubes of the line profiles of common
species such as 12CO, HCN, and HCO+ (Woitke et al. 2009).
The dust grain size distribution used in the models follows
a power law, with the inclusion of mm–sized dust grains; this
is typical in modelling T Tauri discs. We follow the prescrip-
tion given in Woitke et al. (2016), and assume that it also holds
for a brown dwarf disc. Indeed there is strong evidence for such
large dust grains in the disc of ρ Oph 102, where it is shown by
Ricci et al. (2012) that the opacity index βmust be smaller than 1
if the disc radius is greater than 5 AU.
The density of the discs follows a power law, with an expo-
nential tapering-off starting at the radius Rtaper. The disc model
extends to Rout, and Rtaper is fixed at Rtaper = 0.125 × Rout.
This scaling relation has been chosen because it allows the
outer edge of the fiducial model to reach a column density of
N〈H〉 ≈ 1020 cm−2, where N〈H〉 = NH + 2NH2 . This is justified
by Woitke et al. (2016), who argue that the outer radius should
be large enough such that even the 12CO J = 1−0 line becomes
optically thin, and suggest setting N〈H〉(Rout) ≈ 1020 cm−2 as the
criterion. The smaller (Rout ≤ 40 AU) discs in the grid truncate at
up to N〈H〉 ≈ 1021 cm−2, while the larger (Rout ≥ 100 AU) discs
truncate at densities as low as N〈H〉 ≈ 1018 cm−2. The relatively
sharp truncation of the smaller discs is supported by ALMA data,
which suggest that most brown dwarf discs in the Ophiuchus re-
gion are dynamically truncated to small radii (Rout . 25 AU,
Testi et al. 2016).
2.1. Defining the fiducial model
In order to define a “starting point” for our grid, we choose
ρ Oph 102 as an object to anchor our small model series around,
so that our input parameters are reasonable. ρ Oph 102 is a com-
paratively well-studied brown dwarf disc. ALMA has detected a
12CO J = 3−2 line flux of 530 ± 45 mJy km s−1, with unresolved
1 Our grid has been developed from the DIANA framework of mod-
els, under the European FP7 project DiscAnalysis. See http://www.
diana-project.com for more details.
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Fig. 1. Fit of the fiducial model (black line) to the observed disc SED
(blue points), from the data in Table 1. The red line is the synthetic
stellar spectrum (plus UV excess). A downwards arrow marks an upper
limit datum from Herschel PACS at 160 µm.
dust continuum observations constraining the radius of the mm
dust disc to Rout . 40 AU (Ricci et al. 2012). They also find that
the observed 12CO J = 3−2 flux cannot feasibly be reproduced
with a very small, optically-thick disc. Thus, their model of the
CO flux places a lower limit of about 15 AU on the outer radius
of the disc. Although it is unclear if the disc is representative of
the general low-mass disc population, it is a well-studied candi-
date to adopt as a fiducial reference. The large, resolved discs of
Ricci et al. (2014) are relatively bright in CO but are not likely
to be prototypical examples of brown dwarf discs.
In order to begin modelling the disc, we must define a model
photosphere. We compute the photospheric fit ourselves, rather
than taking literature values, to ensure consistency with past
and future ProDiMo models that use the same fitting routine
and synthetic photospheres. Using the known photometry, we fit
the photosphere with a luminosity of 0.0822 L and reddening
EB−V = 1.5815 (where RV = 3.1), and an effective temperature
of 3000 K (see Fig. 1). Some chemistry processes are highly sen-
sitive to the properties of the stellar spectrum: it is important to
treat this as accurately as possible. An evolutionary strategy was
used in order to fit the photosphere (see Woitke et al. 2011), us-
ing Drift-Phoenix brown dwarf synthetic spectra2. There remains
some degeneracy in the fit due to uncertain levels of reddening
and extinction, but there is a lack of consensus in previous lit-
erature values. Natta et al. (2002) report AV = 3.0, Mužic´ et al.
(2012) report AV = 3.7 from J − K colour and AV = 6.0 from
spectral fitting, and Manara et al. (2015) report AV = 2.2. We
note that Mužic´ et al. refer to ρ Oph 102 as GY204. Our fitted
photosphere falls within a few hundred Kelvin of previous esti-
mates, but we cannot ascertain the accuracy of this because the
visual extinction is so uncertain.
Simultaneous photometry and accurate extinction measure-
ments are needed to better characterize the photosphere, as
2 Drift-Phoenix (Witte et al. 2009, 2011) is a code which cou-
ples the Phoenix model atmosphere code (Hauschildt & Baron 1999;
Baron et al. 2003) with the Drift code which can model cloud formation
in substellar objects (Woitke & Helling 2003, 2004; Helling & Woitke
2006).
Table 1. SED data for ρ Oph 102, collated by the VOSA service
(Bayo et al. 2008).
Wavelength Fν (mJy) σ (mJy) Source
(µm)
0.786 1.69 0.0777 DENIS.I1
1.22 16.8 1.08 DENIS.J1
1.24 16.9 0.374 2MASS.J2
1.24 19.5 0.0173 UKIDSS.J3
1.62 29.8 0.0159 UKIDSS.H3
1.66 28.8 0.637 2MASS.H2
2.15 37.8 2.44 DENIS.KS2
2.16 32.9 0.636 2MASS.KS2
3.35 24.5 0.542 WISE.W14
3.51 29.4 1.41 Spitzer IRAC3.65
4.44 24.3 1.18 Spitzer IRAC4.55
4.60 22.9 0.442 WISE.W24
5.63 21.6 1.04 Spitzer IRAC5.85
7.59 22.3 1.10 Spitzer IRAC8.05
11.6 26.0 0.647 WISE.W34
22.1 56.4 3.43 WISE.W44
23.2 57.9 5.36 Spitzer MIPS.245
70.0 80.1 5.60 Herschel PACS706
100 48.4 19.1 Herschel PACS1006
160 ≤115 55.2 Herschel PACS1606
890 4.10 0.220 ALMA7
3200 0.220 0.0300 ALMA7
Notes. The 160 µm PACS data point is an upper limit.
References. References are as follows: 1: DENIS Consortium (2005);
2: Skrutskie et al. (2006); 3: Lawrence et al. (2007); 4: Ochsenbein et al.
(2000); 5: Evans et al. (2003, 2009); 6: Alves de Oliveira et al. (2013);
7: Ricci et al. (2012).
the true level of reddening has a significant influence on the
modelled luminosity (which then directly influences the disc
chemistry and line fluxes). Even given better data, the task of
determining accurate stellar parameters is difficult because the
theory of brown dwarf atmospheres is incomplete (Helling et al.
2008; Helling & Casewell 2014). Accretion is another signifi-
cant factor, as strong levels of accretion increase the irradiation
of the disc by X-rays, and variable accretion can lead to differing
observations.
The parameter space which ProDiMo is capable of explor-
ing is very large: it is possible to create numerous considerably
different models which still fit the few observational data that
exist. Thus, we adopt and adapt the disc parameters from those
which are typical of T Tauri discs (see Sect. 2.3). The dust pa-
rameters of apow, amin and amax in Table 2 were found through a
coarse Monte Carlo fitting procedure. This follows the method of
Tilling et al. (2012) to fit the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of ρOph 102, and is consistent with the expectation that there are
mm-sized dust grains in the disc (Ricci et al. 2012). The SED fit
alone is highly degenerate, but it is nevertheless encouraging that
a standardized model can provide a reasonable fit to the data in
both dust continuum and CO line fluxes.
2.2. 12CO sub-mm lines from the fiducial model
In addition to the SED, we can also compare the disc
models with the 12CO J = 3−2 line flux of ρ Oph 102.
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Table 2. Fundamental parameters of the model grid, compared to that of the reference T Tauri model by Woitke et al. (2016).
Symbol Quantity (units) Grid value(s) Reference T Tauri (parameters
from Woitke et al. 2016)
M∗ Stellar mass (M) 0.06 0.7
L∗ Stellar luminosity (L) 0.0822 1
Teff Effective temperature (K) 3000 4000
fUV UV excess (LUV/L∗) 0.01 0.01
pUV UV power law exponent 1.0 1.3
LX−ray X-ray luminosity (erg s−1, bremsstrahlung
continuum)1
1029 1030
ζCR Cosmic ray H2 ionization rate (s
−1) 1.3 × 10−17 1.7 × 10−17
Mdisc Disc mass (×10−4 M) 1, 2, 4, 8, 15 100
ρd/ρg Dust-to-gas ratio 0.01 0.01
Rin Inner disc radius (AU) 0.035 0.07
Rout Outer disc radius (AU) 20, 40, 60, 80, 120,
160, 200, 400, 600,
800
600
Rtaper Tapering-off radius (AU) 0.125 × Rout 100
H0 Scale height at 100 AU (AU) 10 10
β Flaring exponent H(r) = H0 (r/r0)β 1.15 1.15
N Number of grid points 80 × 80 160 × 150
apow Dust size distribution f (a) ∝ a−apow 3.5 3.5
Dust grain mixture: 60% amorphous
Mg0.7Fe0.3SiO3 silicates
2, 15% amorphous
carbon3, 25% vacuum for porosity†
amin Min. dust grain size (µm) 0.05 0.05
amax Max. dust grain size (µm) 3000 3000
i Inclination angle (◦) 45 45
α Turbulent viscosity, for Dubrulle settling of
dust grains4
10−3 10−2
χISM Strength of incident UV w.r.t. ISM field5 1 1
Notes. Every possible combination of Rout and Mdisc is used, to create a grid of 50 models. Parameter definitions are further explained by
Woitke et al. (2009).
References. References are as follows: 1: Woitke et al. (2016); 2: Dorschner et al. (1995); 3: Zubko et al. (1996); 4: Dubrulle et al. (1995); 5:
Draine (1978). †: The dust is a distribution of hollow spheres, where the maximum fractional volume filled by the central void is 0.8 (Min et al.
2005, 2016).
Ricci et al. (2012) report a line flux of 530 ± 45 mJy km s−1,
while our closest model in the grid (see Sect. 2.3), which
we choose as the fiducial model, under-reports this slightly at
416 mJy km s−1. Some simple explanations for the discrepancy
could be an inaccurate stellar luminosity, or that the disc is more
massive than 4 × 10−4 M. Figure 2 shows that ∼80% of the
12CO J = 3−2 line flux builds up within 40 AU, which is consis-
tent with the very tentative indications of extended emission by
Ricci et al. (2012) which suggest that the CO emission extends
beyond this radius. Higher resolution observations show that the
dust disc is likely . 24 AU in radius (Testi et al. 2016). The gas
and dust around higher mass objects are not always co-spatial
(for example, see Qi et al. 2003). Thus, it seems reasonable to
suggest that that the dust and gas in the disc around ρ Oph 102
may similarly be non-co-spatial.
Ricci et al. (2012) also report that the CO gas in ρ Oph 102
spans a range of channel map radial velocities of the order of
1 km s−1 (but no peak separation is reported), which is consistent
with the 1.19 km s−1 12CO J = 3−2 peak separation of our fidu-
cial model. However, there is still significant uncertainty as only
an upper limit on the inclination of the disc (i ≤ 80◦) is known.
Our fiducial model has an inclination i = 45◦. The strongest
statement that we can make about ρ Oph 102 here is that there is
no indication that its true radius differs significantly from what
we assume. Better observational data are needed to strongly con-
strain the disc inclination.
2.3. The fiducial model and grid selection
There is currently little general consensus on what a “normal”
brown dwarf disc looks like. The numerical simulations by
Bate et al. (2003) and Bate (2009, 2012) suggest that most brown
dwarf discs are quite small: 95% of brown dwarf discs may have
radii Rout . 10 AU (Bate et al. 2003). However, the size distribu-
tion is still unconfirmed through observations. The only resolved
objects are that of Ricci et al. (2014) and Testi et al. (2016).
The grid is based upon the properties that we could rea-
sonably expect to see in a scaled-down version of a “typical”
T Tauri disc. Table 2 describes some of the model parameters,
that are based around the fiducial model (which coarsely fits
ρ Oph 102) and similar to the reference T Tauri models proposed
by (Woitke et al. 2016). The small model grid is focused on ex-
ploring how the disc radius may affect gas line observations of
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the 12CO J = 3−2 line in the fiducial model. As
seen in the top panel, most of the line emission remains optically thick.
The middle panel shows the cumulative line flux at each radius. In the
lower panel, the area enclosed by the black curve shows where 70% of
the flux originates from in both the radial and vertical directions (hence,
the enclosed area contains 70%×70% = 49% of the total line flux). The
x-axis boundaries of this area are created first, as the radii within which
15% and 85% of the radially-cumulative line flux originates. Then the
y-axis boundaries of this area are taken as the disc heights (z/R), where
within each radial sector 15% and 85% of the vertically-integrated line
flux originates.
brown dwarf discs from mm and sub-mm observatories such as
ALMA. We chose a grid that varies the disc mass, taper radii
fixed at one-eighth of the (varying) outer radius, and all other
parameters remaining constant. The disc parameters (such as
scale height, dust grain size distribution, and dust-to-gas ratio)
are consistent with what a scaled-down version of a T Tauri disc
that has millimetre-sized dust grains and an M-type star could
look like.
We also model the reference T Tauri disc, using the parame-
ters in Table 2 and same version of the ProDiMo code as the rest
of our models. This ensures consistency so we can later compare
the T Tauri model with the brown dwarf models.
The fiducial model is described by Figs. 3 and 4, where
the dust and gas temperatures, CO ice line, and hydrogen col-
umn density are shown. The basic structures of the disc ap-
pear very similar to the “standardized” T Tauri ProDiMo models
(Woitke et al. 2016; Rab et al., in prep.). That is, if the T Tauri
models were scaled in radius then the chemical structure be-
tween the two types of model is self-similar. For example, such
a T Tauri disc has an optically-thick midplane (AV > 10) out to
about 30 AU, compared to 6 AU in the fiducial model. When
ignoring the scale of the radius axis, the two discs look remark-
ably similar in basic properties such as the gas and temperature
structure and ice line locations.
2.4. Chemical modelling and comparisons with T Tauri discs
Here we outline some of the details of the chemical network
and modelling procedures, but a detailed discussion of the
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N <
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2 ]
Fig. 3. Total hydrogen column density for the Mdisc = 4 × 10−4 M,
Rtaper = 7.5 AU fiducial model, illustrating that the column density of
the disc begins to decrease exponentially at Rtaper, with exponent −1.0.
As discussed in Sect. 2, we set the taper radius so that N〈H〉 ≈ 20 cm−2
at the outer edge of the fiducial model.
chemical networks in ProDiMo is contained in a forthcoming
paper (Kamp et al., in prep.).
Our model grid uses a small and computationally-efficient
chemical network. For comparison, we also re-ran the fidu-
cial model with a large and more computationally expensive
network. The more complex network increases the number of
species from 100 species to 235 species (Kamp et al., in prep.),
using reactions from the UMIST 2012 database (McElroy et al.
2013). The small 100-species network includes freeze-out of
CO, H2O, CO2, CH4, NH3, SiO, SO2, O2, HCN, and N2.
The large 235-species network includes freeze-out of all neu-
tral species except noble gases (Kamp et al., in prep.). The
small 100-species network models appear to underpredict HCO+
fluxes by a factor of a few, and to overpredict the HCN fluxes by
a factor of a few. The reasons for this are discussed in Sect. 3.1,
but they pertain to the fact that the small network does not in-
clude all species (and thus reactions) that are significant to the
formation and destruction of these sensitive molecules. In Fig. 5
we show the modelled line ratios for common molecules in our
fiducial model and compare these both to observations, and to
models with a larger and more complex chemical network.
In all of our models, water can form on grain surfaces by
the Eley-Rideal mechanism (Hollenbach et al. 2008, ProDiMo
implementation described by Kamp et al. 2013), which is im-
portant at intermediate heights above the water freeze-out zone.
All of our models use time-dependent chemistry (to an age of
3 Myr), with reactions and adsorption energies (Eads), which
are important for freeze-out) from the UMIST 2012 database
(McElroy et al. 2013). Further details of the reactions included
can be found in Woitke et al. (2016).
Rab et al. (in prep.) find that for T Tauri discs, ProDiMo mod-
els must be metal-depleted (relative to solar abundances) in order
to accurately predict the fluxes of molecules such as HCO+ and
HCN. The prescription is that all elements except H, He, C, N,
O, Ne, and Ar are depleted by a factor of 100 relative to the ζ
Oph diffuse cloud (Graedel et al. 1982). Every model in this pa-
per follows the same depletion prescription.
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Fig. 5. Line flux ratios of our fiducial model (BD) against that of a
selection of observed discs around T Tauri and Herbig objects (Obs),
our T Tauri model (TT), and our models with large chemical networks
(BD_LU and TT_LU). The 13CO J = 3−2 to HCO+ J = 4−3 ratio data
are from Salter et al. (2011). The data for the other two line ratios are
from Öberg et al. (2010, 2011).
There is relatively little prior work to compare this work
with. Wiebe et al. (2008) published some of the first models
comparing the chemistry of T Tauri and brown dwarf discs.
However, their 1 + 1 D models explore a very different param-
eter space and focus on the chemical evolution of the disc, thus
they are not easily comparable. Their disc models have differ-
ent surface density profiles, have somewhat larger disc masses
of 2.2 to 5.7 MJup, assume that the brown dwarf discs extend
from Rin = 0.03 AU to a very large Rout = 800 AU, and do not
report any line or column density ratios.
Walsh et al. (2015) model an M dwarf disc, a T Tauri disc,
and a Herbig Ae disc, and compare their molecular composi-
tions. Similarly to Wiebe et al. (2008), Rin is the same for all
models. However, the dust condensation radius depends directly
upon the stellar parameters. Rout is arbitrarily large as they focus
on the inner 10 AU of the disc. In contrast, our ProDiMo mod-
els focus on the sub-mm emitting regions (rather than the inner
disc) and do not produce high-resolution infrared spectra, so it is
difficult to draw detailed comparisons.
The main result of Walsh et al. (2015) is that the inner re-
gions of M dwarf discs appear more carbon rich than their higher
mass counterparts. Their M dwarf disc model shows C2H2/HCN
column density ratios that are an order of magnitude lower than
the observations suggest (Pascucci et al. 2008, 2009). They also
suggest that simple organic molecules such as C2H2 and HCN
have greater column densities in M dwarf discs, an effect that
is also visible in our models: Fig. 7 shows that smaller discs in
our model grid have greater HCN/CO flux ratios, which is sup-
portive of this. A much more detailed investigation of the inner
disc chemistry, and comparisons with Spitzer data, will be the
subject of a forthcoming paper. In this paper, we keep our focus
on molecules in the outer disc, which are observable at sub-mm
wavelengths.
The disc models (in terms of chemical networks and ele-
ment abundances) have been shown to reproduce the observed
sub-mm line ratios in T Tauri discs (Rab et al., in prep.). Thus
it should be feasible to model the line fluxes of brown dwarf
discs, under the assumption that we can straightforwardly mod-
ify the input parameters of a typical T Tauri model to apply to
the case of a brown dwarf. In this case, we can reasonably match
the models and observations together.
3. Results and discussion
We have modelled all of the brown dwarf disc models, and the
T Tauri reference model, with a limited 100-species chemical
network. We extend this by modelling the fiducial brown dwarf
model and T Tauri reference model with a large, 235-species net-
work after finding that there are some molecules significant to
the HCN and HCO+ chemistry that are missing in the smaller
network. However, we stress that the limited network is suffi-
cient for modelling CO, which is chemically simple, stable and
well-known. Our CO sub-mm line fluxes change by less than
10% when enlarging the size of the chemical network. We com-
pare line flux ratios for both our brown dwarf and T Tauri models
to observations in the literature, to check how closely the brown
dwarfs follow their counterparts.
3.1. Line ratios and flux predictions of brown dwarf discs
To give an idea of the observability of common lines in the brown
dwarf models, Fig. 6 shows line flux estimates across varying
radii.
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Fig. 6. Line flux predictions of the Mdisc = 0.0004 M models. The
dashed, horizontal line indicates a rough, pragmatic sensitivity limit
for ALMA observations that is translated from a sensitivity of about
2.6 mJy at 0.821 km s−1 spectral resolution, which is achievable in
around 100 min (including overheads) with ALMA.
In the larger discs, we see that the line flux of some species
becomes insensitive to the outer radius as the majority of the
emission becomes optically thin. In brown dwarf discs with
Rtaper . 25 AU, we find that the line flux is insensitive to the gas
mass because most of the CO emission is optically thick, which
may hinder estimations of the disc gas mass. This effect can be
seen in Fig. 6, where the increase in line flux begins to flatten as
the disc size increases beyond Rtaper & 25 AU. However, there
are no dramatic changes which suggest that the chemical pro-
cesses discontinuously enter entirely different regimes when the
disc is scaled beyond a certain threshold radius.
The 12CO J = 3−2 emission is typically very optically thick
(most emission comes from a line optical depth of τline & 100 in
the fiducial model). The optical depth only approaches 1 at the
very outer edges of the models, from where there is very little
flux. By contrast, most of the HCN J = 4−3 emission is from
optical depths of 1 < τline < 10. The HCO+ J = 4−3 emission is
very optically thin, with optical depths τ ≈ 0.02 throughout the
disc.
Chemically, gas-phase CO is very stable and is insensitive
to changes in the chemical networks used. However, HCN and
HCO+ are molecules that are very sensitive to the disc environ-
ment, the chemical network, and the available formation path-
ways. We find that in modelling the larger T Tauri disc, the small
100-species network used tends to show higher HCN fluxes
and lower HCO+ fluxes relative to the large network, as not
all species that are relevant to the destruction and formation of
these molecules are included in the small network (Rab et al.,
in prep.). Since we observe similar differences in flux ratios in
the brown dwarf models, we extrapolate this and assume that the
same holds for the brown dwarf regime.
Using the line ratios to interpret the HCN and HCO+ line
fluxes, we see that the HCN fluxes of the small network models
are relatively high compared to our T Tauri models, and observa-
tions (though the observed HCN fluxes vary greatly). However,
the HCN fluxes of the large network models are more compa-
rable to the median observed T Tauri ratio. The small chemical
network models appear to over-predict the HCN fluxes.
For HCO+, the small chemical network model appears to un-
derpredict the line flux ratios. HCO+ is a molecule that is very
sensitive to the radiation environment, so some of the differ-
ences between the HCO+ line ratios for the brown dwarf and
T Tauri models may be accounted for by the less harsh radiation
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Fig. 7. Dependence of line flux ratios against Rtaper, for the line fluxes
of a selection of molecules each divided by the 12CO J = 3−2 flux. The
models are a subset of our model grid at Mdisc = 0.0004 M. We note
the differing scales on the colour-coded left- and right-hand ordinates.
environment (that is, fewer X-rays) of the brown dwarf disc. Our
modelled line ratios show that HCO+ lines in brown dwarf discs
appear weaker than T Tauri discs, and that HCN lines are fairly
comparable.
Figure 7 shows the dependence of line flux ratios on the
taper radius of the brown dwarf disc. HCN and HCO+ show
opposite trends, where HCN flux ratios drop as the disc be-
comes larger and HCO+ flux ratios increase. 13CO flux ratios
are fairly constant across the whole sample of radii, while C18O
flux ratios drop significantly as the disc becomes larger. Small
discs appear to have more extreme properties than larger discs
(Rtaper & 30 AU), where the line flux ratios stay fairly constant
as Rtaper increases.
It is clear that large and complex chemical networks are
needed to accurately model the lines from the more sensitive
molecules. Because the line fluxes of HCO+ and HCN in the
small network models can differ by a factor of a few compared
to the large network, the biases that the small 100-species chem-
istry network introduces should be accounted for in any inter-
pretations of the sensitive molecules in these models. Future line
flux observations of brown dwarfs – comparing their flux ratios
with that of our model predictions – will either cement or dis-
prove this for these key sub-mm lines. Observations of these line
ratios will be a litmus test for the overall chemistry of brown
dwarfs in comparison to discs around more massive stars.
3.2. Disc geometry
Because many brown dwarf discs are too small to be resolved,
even with ALMA, the peak separation of lines such as the CO
rotational lines can act as a discriminant in order to find discs
that are very compact. We expect that in a population of brown
dwarf discs, the very compact discs will generally be distinguish-
able with spectrally-resolved observations, where the CO peak
separation will be at least a few km s−1.
Large peak separations (&2 km s−1) in CO sub-mm lines can
only be produced by a small disc of Rtaper . 5 AU, thus enabling
some very compact discs to be identified without knowledge of
their inclination. If the disc is spatially resolved and its incli-
nation and outer radius can be estimated from the spatial infor-
mation, the shapes of molecular lines will then tell us about the
radial distribution of the gas in the disc.
The modelled peak separations show a systematic depen-
dence on disc mass. However, the disc mass dependence
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Fig. 8. Left, middle: HCN gas abundances for two models where Mdisc = 4 × 10−4 M, and Rout = 60 AU (the fiducial model) and 400 AU. Right:
HCN gas abundances for the 235-species version of the fiducial model.
diminishes for smaller discs in comparison to the effects of
changing Rout. Very compact brown dwarf discs of radius Rout .
10 AU should be clearly identifiable by large peak separations of
vsep & 2.0 km s−1 in the 12CO J = 2−1 line.
Not changed here is the degree of disc flaring. Numer-
ous near-infrared observations (for example, Guieu et al. 2007;
Alves de Oliveira et al. 2013; Mohanty et al. 2004) do strongly
suggest that most brown dwarf discs can be fitted with flaring in-
dices 1 ≤ β ≤ 1.25. However, good statistical constraints on the
flaring indices have not yet been formulated. Disc flaring may
substantially affect the irradiation of the disc, and especially in
a large disc, any robust interpretations of the line fluxes are de-
pendent on having constraints on the flaring exponent β. Flar-
ing is difficult to isolate without spatial information, because the
SED is highly degenerate. However, infrared data such as the
forbidden [O i] 63 µm line can help to break the degeneracies.
ProDiMo models by Woitke et al. (2010) of larger T Tauri discs
show that across a wide range of disc structure parameters, there
is an increase (sometimes of an order of magnitude or more) in
[O i] 63 µm flux, as the flaring parameter β increases from 1.0
to 1.2.
We did test whether the flaring parameter of our fiducial
model produces results that are consistent with those of the
higher mass T Tauri disc models. This was done by modifying
the fiducial model to have different flaring exponents (leaving all
other parameters the same), and we find that the [O i] 63 µm flux
of a modified fiducial model with a flaring exponent of β = 1.2
is 20 times brighter than that of the same disc with β = 1.0.
Thus, [O i] 63 µm observations are expected to provide strong
constraints on disc flaring even in smaller brown dwarf discs.
3.3. HCN chemistry
The HCN J = 4−3 (845.7 µm) and J = 3−2 (1127.5 µm) lines
trace layers of warm gas that are sensitive to the UV radiation
field (Aikawa & Herbst 1999), and the line is typically more
optically thin than CO. As potentially one of the most readily
observable molecules in brown dwarf discs, the capabilities of
HCN to diagnose basic disc properties are of significant inter-
est (to date, in the mm and sub-mm wavelengths, only 12CO and
dust continuum data have been published).
HCN has previously been found to be quite sensitive to the
UV environment (van Zadelhoff et al. 2002), and that it is eas-
ily destroyed by photodissociation. In stars with relatively weak
levels of UV flux – including brown dwarfs – one might expect
to see relatively bright HCN lines. However, this is not shown by
our thermochemical models, where with the inclusion of a large
chemical network we see HCN flux ratios that are comparable to
observations of T Tauri discs (see Fig. 5).
Figure 8 shows the structure of HCN in both the fiducial
model and a large brown dwarf model, where the HCN regions
that are observable trace the warm upper layers of the gas in the
disc. The chemical structures are very self-similar, the smaller
model strongly resembling the larger model (with only the ab-
scissa scale changed). The figure also shows the 235-species ver-
sion of the fiducial model. We note that there is negligible sub-
mm flux from the region of enhanced HCN abundance in the
inner disc of the 235-species model. Figure 9 shows which HCN
reaction is most dominant in each cell of the 2D model, where
the enumerated reaction numbers are explained in Table 3.
Which reaction dominates the HCN chemistry depends on
the complexity of the chemical network used. The model grid
and fiducial model utilize a small, 100-species chemical net-
work for reasons of minimizing computation time. However,
modifying the fiducial model to use a larger chemical network
with 235 species does introduce some changes. In the small net-
work fiducial model, Fig. 9 shows that in the outer parts of the
disc where HCN is abundant, the formation is dominated by two
neutral-neutral reactions: C + NH2 ⇀ HCN + H (reaction 6)
and N + CH3 ⇀ HCN + H2 (reaction 8). The warm, inner
columns that harbour HCN all the way down to the midplane are
dominated by the formation reaction H2 + CN ⇀ HCN + H
(reaction 4).
The picture changes when modifying the fiducial model to
include the advanced chemical network with 235 species, which
shows that a simpler network is insufficient to accurately model
HCN in a brown dwarf disc. That is, while a network with an in-
complete selection of species and reactions is sufficient to model
insensitive molecules such as CO, the small networks run the risk
of omitting formation and destruction pathways that are very im-
portant to the more sensitive molecules.
While the same reactions dominate the warm surface
strata and inner midplane regions of formation when us-
ing both the large and small chemical networks, when us-
ing the large network the outer disc is instead dominated by
H + H2CN ⇀ HCN + H2. The overall HCN formation rates and
fluxes are lower in the small chemistry models because the
introduction of H2CN in the large chemical network plays
a dominant role in both the formation and destruction of
HCN. The destruction of HCN via the three-body reaction
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Fig. 9. Colour map of the HCN abundance of the fiducial model, overplotted with numbers that show the dominant formation reaction at each grid
point. These reactions are enumerated in Table 3. For legibility, the grid points have been binned where the same reaction number is dominant in
a square of four cells.
H + HCN + M ⇀ H2CN + M, where M is some third body, is
a very efficient process in the outer disc that ends up decreasing
the HCN abundances.
3.4. HCO+chemistry
Relative to the CO line fluxes, HCO+ shows considerably lower
flux in the brown dwarf models than in T Tauri discs (see Fig. 5).
Dissociative recombination is the dominant form of HCO+ de-
struction (HCO+ + e– ⇀ CO + H) in most of the disc, including
the regions where it is most abundant. This is the case for both
the large and small chemical networks. The formation of HCO+
is dominated almost singularly by ion-neutral reactions, however
the pathways that dominate depend on the network used.
Combined with being relatively optically thin, HCO+ emis-
sion is a useful tracer of the ionization state of the disc. The gas
temperature of the HCO+ line emitting regions is warmer in the
fiducial brown dwarf model than in the T Tauri model.
Figure 10 shows that there are two main regions of HCO+
formation: thin layers below the C  C+ ionization front
through a formation path with H2 excited by UV radiation,
and around the CO ice  CO gas transition through the
classical cosmic-ray driven path via H+3 (Graedel et al. 1982;
Sternberg & Dalgarno 1995, Eq. (205)). The regions of HCO+
in both the dense inner parts of the disc and the sparse outer lay-
ers are highly sensitive to X-ray and UV radiation respectively,
thus making it an excellent tracer molecule for observations.
ProDiMo outputs detailed formation and destruction infor-
mation for each included molecule at each grid point in the
model. To demonstrate the efficiency of HCO+ formation in BD
discs, we find that around the CO ice line, 76% of the time that
H2 is hit by an X-ray photon (H2 + γ ⇀ H
+
2 + e
– + e–), an HCO+
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Table 3. List of HCN formation and destruction reactions, to accom-
pany Fig. 9.
Formation reactions
1 H2 exc + CN ⇀ HCN + H
2 HCN ice + dust ⇀ HCN + dust
3 H + HCN+ ⇀ HCN + H+
4 H2 + CN ⇀ HCN + H
5 HCNH+ + e– ⇀ HCN + H
6 C + NH2 ⇀ HCN + H
7 HCN ice + γ(ISM) ⇀ HCN
8 N + CH3 ⇀ HCN + H2
9 CH + NO ⇀ HCN + O
10 NH3 + HCNH
+ ⇀ HCN + NH+4
11 NH3 + CN ⇀ HCN + NH2
12 N + CH2 ⇀ HCN + H
13 N + CH3 ⇀ HCN + H + H
14 HCN ice + p(cosmic) ⇀ HCN
15 H– + CN ⇀ HCN + e–
16 Na + HCNH+ ⇀ HCN + Na+ + H
17 OH + CN ⇀ HCN + O
18 CH2 + NO ⇀ HCN + OH
19 N + HCO ⇀ HCN + O
Destruction reactions
1 H+ + HCN ⇀ HCN+ + H
2 HCN + dust ⇀ HCN ice + dust
3 HCN + γ(ISM) ⇀ CN + H
4 H+3 + HCN ⇀ HCNH
+ + H2
5 N+ + HCN ⇀ HCN+ + N
6 H3O
+ + HCN ⇀ HCNH+ + H2O
7 H + HCN ⇀ CN + H2
8 HCN + HCO+ ⇀ HCNH+ + CO
9 CH+5 + HCN ⇀ HCNH
+ + CH4
10 He+ + HCN ⇀ CN+ + He
11 OH+ + HCN ⇀ HCNH+ + O
12 NH+ + HCN ⇀ HCNH+ + N
13 CH+ + HCN ⇀ HCNH+ + C
14 O + HCN ⇀ CN + OH
Notes. The abbreviations are as follows: (exc) denotes an excited state,
γ(ISM) denotes a UV photon, γ(CR) denotes a cosmic ray-induced UV
photon, and p(cosmic) denotes a cosmic ray proton. We note that some
of the literature which uses UMIST reactions denotes the latter three as
PHOTON, CRPHOT, and CRP respectively.
molecule is produced. The HCO+ chemistry in this region ap-
pears very smoothly resolved.
If we remove the UV excess from the fiducial model, HCO+
becomes more abundant and the J = 4−3 flux increases by a
factor of about 30. However, decreasing the UV excess by only
a factor of 10 relative to the fiducial model results in an increase
in J = 4−3 flux of only 9%. The UV radiation efficiently ion-
izes atomic metals, and the resulting electrons efficiently destroy
HCO+ (Teague et al. 2015). The increase in flux is not so dra-
matic for longer wavelength lines. This could explain why the
CO to HCO+ flux ratios appear lower in T Tauri disc models than
in brown dwarf disc models. UV radiation also works to boost
the abundance of free electrons, which aids in the destruction of
HCO+ and ultimately works to suppress the HCO+ abundances.
Around the carbon ionization transition, about one HCO+ is
created for every hundred H2 molecules that are excited by a
UV photon. Notably, the HCO+ abundance can drop by up to
two orders of magnitude across one grid point (see Fig. 10);
HCO+ concentration
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Fig. 10. HCO+ concentration of the fiducial model using the large 235-
species chemical network, showing where HCO+ becomes much more
abundant around the carbon ionization front.
the chemistry of this transition appears to be unresolved. Even
when increasing the grid size of the model from 80 × 80 points
to 150 × 150, there is little visual difference between the models
and there remain steep transitions in the HCO+ abundance that
may result in imprecise modelling of the HCO+ line flux. How-
ever, despite the finer resolution there is no significant change
(.1%) in the 12CO J = 2−1 and HCO+ J = 3−2 fluxes. Some
form of adaptive mesh refinement or a locally-defined increase in
resolution may be useful, but if nearly doubling the (linear) res-
olution of the grid resulted in no significant change, it is likely
that the smaller grid resolution is sufficient for analysing HCO+
in brown dwarf discs.
4. Conclusions
We have produced a small grid of brown dwarf disc mod-
els which agrees with the observations of the brown dwarf
ρ Oph 102, while keeping the disc setup as T Tauri-like as possi-
ble. We thus test the hypothesis that we can model the structure
and chemistry of brown dwarf discs in a broadly similar fashion
to T Tauri discs.
Brown dwarf disc models appear subject to the same caveats
that affect their larger T Tauri counterparts. When modelling
more complex and sensitive species such as HCN and HCO+,
it is necessary to use complex chemical networks because the
dominant chemical pathways appear to change significantly. It is
also important to ensure that regions with sharp chemical transi-
tions are adequately resolved: this becomes even more important
when modelling discs with gaps and discontinuities. However,
once these effects are taken into account, we predict that the flux
ratios of HCO+ and HCN to CO for brown dwarf discs should be
very similar to that of T Tauri discs. Observations of these lines
will provide crucial tests of the models.
Very small disc models appear as would be expected for a
compact Keplerian disc, where the peak separation of mm and
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sub-mm lines is of the order of a few km s−1. The ability to
easily identify the size of the gas disc despite the weakness of
the lines – without spatially resolving them – may prove use-
ful in a survey capacity. The inclination may also be estimated
from spatially resolved dust continuum data. However, analysing
disc chemistry is better done in discs that are of the size of our
fiducial model or larger: here, ALMA has the resolution and
sensitivity to resolve the sub-mm dust disc (and perhaps in the
12CO J = 3−2 line), and the sub-mm line profiles of CO, HCO+,
and HCN are likely to be detectable.
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